We present an event-based scheduling method for time-critical collision detection that meets time constraints by balancing and prioritizing computation spent on intersection tests without starvation. Our approach tests each potentially colliding pair of objects at a different frequency, with unbounded temporal resolution. We preserve believability by adaptively prioritizing intersection tests to reduce errors in collision detection, using information about the objects and scene. By combining kinetic sweep and prune with stride scheduling we interleave rendering, broad phase collision pruning, narrow phase intersection testing, and collision response. This approach accrues no per-frame overhead and allows interruption at any point in collision detection, including the broad phase.
Introduction
Collision detection is a necessary element but often a computational bottleneck for virtual environments, interactive 3D graphics, and games. Delays caused by collision detection are apparent, reduce believability, and cause inconsistent frame rates. Time-critical collision detection trades accuracy for performance as necessary to maintain consistent frame rates with minimal loss of accuracy for colliding objects in terms of interpenetrations, tunneling, or temporal aliasing (missed collisions due to long time steps). Broad phase methods reduce objects intersection tests, while narrow phase methods reduce primitive intersection tests [Fares and Hamam 2005] .
We employ the kinetic sweep and prune (KSP) [Coming and Staadt 2006] event-driven broad phase and interleave its broad phase events alongside narrow phase intersection tests, collision responses, and rendering. By combining KSP with the stride scheduling [Waldspurger and Weihl 1995] method, we substantially improve the performance and quality of real-time collision detection. We propose a prioritized scheduling framework for pairwise variable intersection test frequency. Then we significantly reduce errors due to latency (i. e., simulation time delay behind wall-clock time) as well as penetrations between colliding objects. Hubbard's interruptible methods [1995; 1996] trade accuracy for performance in the interruptible hierarchical narrow phase tests: when interrupted, they perform collision response on simplified geometry from the hierarchy. Our method does not reduce geometric accuracy. Hubbard's scheduling avoids starvation but lack prioritization. O'Sullivan and Dingliana [1999; 2001] [ Dingliana and O'Sullivan 2000] provide prioritization but may not avoid starvation for low-priority collision tests, especially since * {coming,staadt}@cs.ucdavis.edu Figure 1: A large sphere collides at high velocity with a cluster of 400 tori in our time-constrained test. Color indicates objects' stride in our scheduling algorithm, using s velocity ; green is lower stride, blue is higher. As the sphere slows, it uses a longer stride.
Related Work
their scheduling only considers the current frame. Starvation increases penetrations, leading to tunneling and temporal aliasing in severe cases. These methods cannot use extra time to improve accuracy and may also violate time constraints in the broad phase.
Stride Scheduling
Real-time constraints necessitate prioritization of intersection tests.
To take advantage of priority scheduling and also account for starvation, we devise a method similar to stride scheduling [Waldspurger and Weihl 1995] . Stride scheduling features priority aging: older elements in the queue increase in priority. Priority aging avoids starvation in process scheduling, and we use it to avoid collision-test starvation. We compute the stride function s(A, B) as the simulation time interval that an active pair of objects (A, B) waits between successive intersection tests at times t test(A,B) :
Stride is the inverse of test frequency: we test object pairs with lower stride more frequently. To represent standard fixed time steps ∆t without priority weighting, we use constant stride:
Performance depends largely on the choice of ∆t. When real-time constraints require adaptation to changing workloads where optimal ∆t is not known in advance, we use a dynamic stride:
where priority p(A, B) weights the intersection test frequency for A and B. We perform as many intersection tests as possible within the known time available t avail . Collision detection engine time tCDE advances toward the goal simulation time t goal , which accounts for latency. We estimate future costs as the priority (therefore relative-frequency) weighted sum of last known costs ci for each testi, which are only maintained for active pairs of objects.
Our priority function is analogous to tickets [Waldspurger and Weihl 1995] . Stride scheduling allows infinite variability in frequency of collision testing and provides different frequencies per pair of objects by priority. To reduce errors due to high velocities between colliding objects, we give them higher priority p vel (A, B):
where vmax is the maximum relative velocity measured. Stride s vel is simply Equation 3, using p vel (A, B) for p(A, B).
Active object pairs join or leave the schedule as in [Waldspurger and Weihl 1995] when they activate or deactivate, respectively, as provided by the broad phase. We also apply dynamic ticket modification when stride changes:
This only scales the remaining portion s(A, B)remain of the stride, maintaining fairness. Without changing the queue order, we periodically rescale existing strides to reflect current workloads.
Interrupting Collision Detection Our broad and narrow phases both provide fine granularity for interruptions. KSP is event-driven: simple events occur in time-order, leaving the scene in a valid state after each event. These events represent times when pairs of objects become close enough to collide. We can interrupt KSP after any of these events or interleave it with narrow phase intersection test events, and collision response events. The scene is always in an updated and valid state for rendering after any event. KSP's costs are independent of frames or the frequency of interruption. For fine interruption granularity with complex objects, we add support for interruptions to the Incremental Separating Axis GJK method [van den Bergen 1999] . Its incremental calculations save much recomputation, given the high testing frequencies stride scheduling can adopt. Unlike with other interruptible narrow phases, ours can elect to resume interrupted narrow phase intersection tests to maintain geometric accuracy (e. g., for concave objects).
Results and Conclusions
Fig. 1 depicts our test environment. Rendering time steps advance at 30 Hz with only leftover time going to collision handling. Stride scheduling meets time constraints (Fig. 2 ) due to our broad and narrow phases' interruption granularity of under 0.5 ms. Dynamic stride fully used time to reduce penetrations d depth and latency. We also quantified the temporary visual artifacts of latency as the distance d disp between an object's current location and the correct location. Dynamic stride reduced latency and d disp both by up to two orders of magnitude (see Table 1 ). These errors affect viewers' perceptions of collisions [O'Sullivan and Dingliana 2001] .
We interleave the broad phase, scheduling, and interruptible narrow phase tests in time-order. Our interruptible broad and narrow phases promise high granularity interruption and geometric accuracy. We efficiently maintain scene validity for rendering with each interleaved event. We asynchronously prioritize object pairs and adaptively perform collision detection at the maximum temporal resolution that time constraints permit, for improved accuracy and reduced latency compared to constant temporal resolution. We are continuing experimentation with additional priority functions.
